LMF House Meeting [5/3/2015]
Full house list: Adam, Andrei, Caitlin, Kelly, Maggie, Rashed, Xiaoyue, Sasha, Steven, Lotta, Andy, Fiona, Jacob, Jean, Luisa, Mary, Sarah, Alyssa, Ben, Carrie, Charlotte, Daniela, Elisa, Elise, Ian, Jesse, Jocelyn, Pond, Sofi, Rebecca

Absent:
Maggie*, Andy*, Xiaoyue*, Adam, Rashed*, Ian

Tardy:
Ben*, Alyssa

Officer reports:
President Sasha: Other people will talk about stuff. Where is Alyssa for voting? Reminder to be on time for cooking.
VP Jean: Some confusion about source of REX funding - Dormcon/New House/house bills. Caitlin says traditionally, only t-shirts and picnic are from bills. Housing lottery starts tonight; reply as quickly as possible. Charlotte and Pond get first priority among rising sophomores.
Tresorier Luisa/Elise: House bills due Wednesday, ask for an extension if needed.
Food Stewards Jesse & Sarah: Sarah cleaned pantry, got rid of lots of bugs. Will talk to Bob about reducing pantry, will talk to John Ross about getting Dining to buy properly sealing bins. Reminder to clean properly after dinner, not leave standing water. Jesse’s first week of food stewarding, yay! Call if any issues. Reminder that off-duty food steward will not know what’s going on.
Secretaire Daniela: Let me know if you want things on website.
REX Chairs Sofi, Ben, and Elisa: Yay REX!
Sports Ben & Pond: Let Pond know if you want to play on Saturday.
Social Sofi, Ian, and Fiona: Send suggestions! Possibly social events over the summer. Newsletter starting soon. Lots of people in Boston over the summer.
Education Elisa: First gouter happened, yay! Movie night coming soon. Sasha: French consulate is playing Les Intouchables on Wednesday at 8 at Stata, free popcorn.
Tech Chair Jacob: Might want to get a couple of things for TV - HDMI cable, cable cable. Rebecca: I gotcha.
Environment Mary & Jesse: Compost bin exists, yay! Trash and compost bin next to each other, please be careful. Kelly/Sarah: janitors are confused about emptying compost bin. Rebecca: will figure out. Jesse: propose summer project of building vertical PVC column for plants, either for maisonette or big kitchen window. General approval. Sarah: Let’s have herbs!
NH Rep Sarah: Summer storage will happen. Need: 1) someone to volunteer their (future) room [for picking after housing lottery, 2) summer storage representative (preferably someone who’ll be in Boston over the summer) (keep in touch with Bob Ramsey). Sasha volunteers as representative. CANNOT have someone move into a full room, especially freshman, or bad stuff happens.
GRT Rebecca: Funding increase forthcoming, information soon. Some money left on GRT budget - go talk to Rebecca if you have ideas! Ask Rebecca about accordion, electric guitar, piano for events. Rebecca will be around for most of summer, except possible mid-August to mid-September (new frosh).

Nettoyage due dates: Sofi proposes having nettoyages due Saturday night (midnight), because Sunday cook team has to clean kitchen twice. Sasha: will need 2/3 vote. YES: 15. ABSTAIN: 8. NO: 0. Effective next weekend.
French house restaurant: Daniela proposes to have paying guest system, ~$5:00*3 people/night. General impression of being very difficult to organize. Kelly: previous idea of having open nights aimed at New House (for free or money) ~once/semester, might be a lot easier to organize. Social chairs will think about doing that.
Alyssa move-in vote: Alyssa loves community here, eating dinner with family, etc. Could be bigger part of family if lived here. Promises to bake things and be a useful member. Would like to get back into French a little bit. Results: yay, Alyssa’s moving in! Hat. Housing lottery has begun!
Senior brunch: Saturday, May 9 11 AM. [detour: SOFI: YES I WONT THE LOTTERY AGAIN!!!] You must either cook or clean. Elise, Elisa, Carrie need to be somewhere at noon or slightly before, Jean needs to leave by 1, Jesse won’t be here. Time moved to 10:30, pending seniors’ approval. Sasha proposes budget of $95 for food. Gifts also funded by French House, cap of $15/gift. Signup sheet for jobs will go up. Senior assignments (will be emailed):
Maggie - Mary
Andrei - Ben, Daniela, Elise
Kelly - Sasha
Rashed - Jesse will write toast, Sofi will read
Xiaoyue - Pond
Adam - Lotta
Caitlin - Jean